
INSTALL GUIDE - PAGE 3 WALL COVERING

STEP ELEVEN
Now all of your wall panels should be installed. Using a soft damp cloth, you need to 
wash any excess adhesive glue off the face of your Wall Covering. It is best to have 
multiple pails of clean water available. Rinse and change out your cloths as any glue 
residue remaining in your cloth will leave residue on the wall covering. As you are 
cleaning the surface area do not push hard as you can discolor the Wall Covering. If you 
encounter extreme glue on the face and it appears not to be cleaning well, use the 
moisture from the cloth to soften the glue and then wipe clean.

FINISHING
Using a four inch hard standard wall paper roller, now you need to go over the butt joints
and push all the seams down and tight. Push the front outside of each panel in toward 
the seam, pushing and depressing excess glue and finger impression to a minimum. You 
will not be able to remove all impressions. Trim any excess Wall Covering on edges, top, 
door jams and base cover. Review your installation and check one final time for any 
glue residue on the face and wipe/clean with damp cloth. Do not attempt to dry the 
moisture, it will dry on it’s on. As you review your installation you will notice 
dimples/impressions throughout the Wall Covering. Inform your client, these will go 
away. Using a clay base adhesive takes time to evaporate. It is a process, but as it is 
drying it is pulling the material tight and snug against the wall. Expect a minimum of at 
least 3 days and a maximum of up to two weeks for it to cure completely. Once it cures, 
your wall covering is clean from impressions and extremely flat.
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